Editorial Preface

Approaching Year Ten

Donald Patrick Albert, Sam Houston State University, Huntsville, USA

With our next volume, IJAGR celebrates its 10th year of publications. It will be a personal milestone for me to see IJAGR through ten volumes. I will phase out as editor-in-chief, first as co-editor-in-chief for volume ten, and then from volume 11 onward remain active in some innocuous manner. This will allow me to pursue other interests while also passing the baton to an up-and-coming colleague.

With increasing competition for manuscripts in applied geography, the next editor-in-chief will have to decide the way forward. Should IJAGR drop from four to two issues per volume, might IJAGR aligned with a geography organization (i.e., an AAG specialty group) for a one issue per year commitment, or will there be other significant changes not considered at this time?

The last issue of volume 10 will be an anniversary issue or sorts. We will have comments from the new editor-in-chief, and a 10-year synopsis of IJAGR’s accomplishments. Also, I would like to invite those active members of our editorial review board to submit brief essays on the status of applied geography, anything from historical anecdotes to future directions (from our online submission system Select a File Type pick “other” to upload a document). Submit essays on or before December 1, 2018. You may email me a question or comment if you want to bounce your ideas off me. As we move into year 10, I want to thank all authors, reviewers, editorial review board members, and associate editors for all their support and encouragement. The publisher has also been fantastic so I want to thank the staff and officers at IGI Global for their tremendous support. IJAGR has risen from an idea to an actual journal with bona fide indices (SCOPUS, ESCI) with your support.

CALL FOR PAPERS

The editor-in-chief of the International Journal of Applied Geospatial Research (IJAGR) is encouraging manuscript submissions for regular issues from across the physical, environmental, and human geographies. This journal offers policy analysts, geospatial practitioners, and academicians with studies exemplifying various application domains within applied geospatial research. Manuscripts can be uploaded to IGI Globe’s Journal Online Submission System available from http://www.igi-global.com/submission/submit-manuscript/. For more information visit IJAGR’s website: www.igi-global.com/IJAGR or contact Donald P. Albert, editor-in-chief, International Journal of Applied Geospatial Research, Department of Geography and Geology, LDB #332, Sam Houston State University, 1900 Ave I, Huntsville, Texas 77341-2148, USA. Phone: 936-294-1453; E-mail: geo_dpa@shsu.edu.

Best regards,
Donald Patrick Albert
Editor-in-Chief
IJAGR
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